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Are you tired of outdated recruitment models that drain your resources without delivering the results you truly
need? Say goodbye to hefty commission fees and HELLO to a new era of talent acquisition with The Save
Group. We're not just another recruitment agency; we're your Strategic Partner in building a thriving team
that propels your business forward.

Revolutionise Your Approach

It's time for a recruitment evolution. At The Save Group, people are our passion. We're committed to finding
the best talent for your business, aligning with your mission, vision, and values. Our 360-degree consultation
model ensures a perfect fit for every role and sets the stage for ongoing success.

Tailored Solutions, Maximum Impact

We don't believe in one-size-fits-all approaches. With The Save Group, you have the power to customise your
recruitment experience. Select the components of our comprehensive service that align with your goals and
budget, ensuring you get exactly what you need for success.

Investing in Excellence

We prioritise quality over speed, investing the right time to locate top-tier talent and ensure alignment with
your business outcomes and culture. Our thorough pre-qualification process guarantees that every new team
member is primed for success, reducing the need for frequent role refills.

Ongoing Support for Success

Our commitment doesn't end with the hire. We provide hand-in-hand support for both new hires and their
managers, setting you up for sustained success. With The Save Group, you'll experience fewer recruitment
headaches and more focus on what matters—growing your business.

Experience Something Better

Ready to elevate your recruitment experience? Partner with The Save Group and discover a new standard of
excellence in Talent Acquisition.  

Experience something better



TARGETED SOURCING 
Tap into the entire talent pool, from the active
job market to the elusive gems hidden in plain
sight. Our proactive approach ensures no stone
is left unturned in finding your ideal candidate.

SCREENING & PRECISION
Move beyond surface-level assessments. Our
rigorous screening process digs deep into
candidates' motivations and values, ensuring a
seamless fit with your unique business DNA.

THE SAVE GROUP’S RECRUITMENT EXPERIENCE

PREPARING FOR SUCCESS
Unlock the potential of your business by
understanding how each role directly impacts
your strategy, outcomes, and culture. Let us
delve deep into your needs to drive candidates
perfectly aligned with your vision.
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HIRING MADE SIMPLE
No more hidden fees or commission structures.
With The Save Group, you're in control. Pay for
what you need, when you need it, with our
flexible pricing options designed to suit your
budget and timeline.

EMPOWER YOUR NEW HIRES

From day one, set your new hires up for success
with our comprehensive support:

Welcome them with branded swag that
reflects your company culture.
Coordinate induction schedules and provide
clear onboarding roadmaps.
Establish regular check-ins to ensure a
smooth transition and foster long-term
success.
Access ongoing support from dedicated HR
consultants committed to your growth
journey.
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SELECTING WITH CONFIDENCE

Experience personalised collaboration like never
before. Our personality and workstyle assessments
guarantee not just any hire, but the perfect match
for your team's dynamics and goals.

EMPOWER YOUR MANAGERS
Equip your managers with the tools and
guidance they need to nurture and retain top
talent:

Define clear performance expectations and
long-term goals.
Provide coaching tailored to each
manager's work style and leadership
approach.
Navigate probationary periods with ease,
ensuring a seamless transition for all. 



THE EXPERIENCE EXTENSION 
UNLOCK FULL HUMAN
RESOURCES SUPPORT
Enhance your recruitment experience with our
comprehensive HR services:

Streamline employment processes with custom
Employment Contracts and Employment
Handbooks (inclusive of all policies and
procedures).
Navigate complex situations such as
terminations and redundancies with
confidence.
Leverage our expertise in HR audits and
strategic partnerships to optimise your
operations.
Foster team cohesion with personality and
workstyle workshops and gauge performance
with STAR Alignment Surveys.
Deployment of retention surveys to assess
employee satisfaction, engagement and intent
to stay.   Understand factors influencing
retention of your greatest asset - your people.
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CONTACT US

The Save Group helps to improve
business efficiency, culture, and
ultimately help businesses evolve to the  
next level. 

The Save Group helps small & medium
businesses navigate the world of Human
Resources and ensure they are getting
the most out of their most important and
expensive assets |  their People. 

“Our passion is helping businesses
become productive, profitable, and
ultimately great places to work. We
believe every business can be successful
and the best place to start is by having
the right people in the right seats.”
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OTHER TOOLS & SOLUTIONS
The Save Group offers end-to-end consultancy, from
recruitment to redundancy, along with employment
assistance programs, leveraging carefully selected
partners to drive profit and performance.

MORE ABOUT US

0414 646 448

info@thesavegroup.com

Discover a recruitment experience like no other with The Save Group. We go beyond the ordinary, offering a
transformative approach to finding the perfect fit for your business. Say goodbye to traditional recruitment models
and hello to a true partnership that prioritises alignment, excellence, and ongoing support. 
Experience the difference with The Save Group today!


